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0 of 0 review helpful Fair erotica By Kindle Customer Nicely written with evocative sex scenes but have to say I was 
disappointed with the end I really expected something more dark and twisted than it ended up being Valgir the Rogue 
is always barely one step ahead of trouble Seized from the tender thighs of his favorite whore in Port Thane he is 
forced to flee to the quiet village of Fallbrook There his stepbrother tells of a chest of gems guarded by a dark and 
ravishing sorceress and her band of cutthroats Can he evade this den of thieves and claim the bandit queen s booty 
About the Author Taylor Knight worked as a flight attendant a teacher and salesperson before turning a hand to 
writing and is the flagship author for new fantasy erotica label Shieldmaiden Press 
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